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Renewable energy, 
endless opportunity



Introducing 
Dynamic Energy Evolution Fund
Exclusively focused on established companies with proven technologies and solid prospects for 
organic growth, Dynamic Energy Evolution Fund is committed to finding and investing in the renewable 
energy leaders of today and the innovators of tomorrow. Given the strong investor demand for and 
economic viability of renewable energy, now is the time for Dynamic Energy Evolution Fund.

At Dynamic Funds, we believe that every great 
challenge leads to an even greater opportunity. 
While the environmental threats posed by 
climate change are immense, the investment 
opportunities being created in the search for 
renewable power are equally unprecedented.  
It’s become evident that the great transition from 
fossil fuels to renewable energy stands to be one 
of the most important developments of the new 
millennium – for both investors and the planet.

Key benefits

Unique growth opportunity 

Awareness of climate change has led to unprecedented public and policy support  
for renewable energy, creating a secular tailwind for those companies supporting  
the energy transition.

Invest in positive change

Allows investors to participate in climate-change action and the various 
opportunities presented.

Seasoned managers, pragmatic approach

The fund’s portfolio managers have decades of experience in the energy and 
infrastructure space and are supported by the 21-member Equity Income Team, which 
understands the complexity of the global energy transition – and its opportunities.



H

Understanding energy evolution

Dynamic Energy Evolution Fund invests primarily in equity securities of companies 
involved in renewable energy or related activities, with no geographic constraint. These 
include renewable power, emerging solutions, and new energy innovators.

Energy generation, transmission, 
storage and distribution through  
primarily renewable sources

Emerging energy technologies  
to help meet the growing  
demand for renewable power

Key companies providing 
support and services in the 
great energy transition

Wind

Solar

Hydroelectricity

Geothermal

Nuclear

Residential solar
Wind turbines
Hydrogen
Fuel cells
Biofuels
Batteries
Solar panels/inverters

Services

Logistics

Materials

Energy industrials

Sustainable finance

Renewable Power Emerging Solutions New Energy Innovators

Renewable energy,  
endless opportunity

The existing tailwinds supporting the great energy 
transition have created unprecedented investment 
opportunities. Key factors driving change include:

Viable, cost-effective technologies

Widespread access to capital, including 

historic government policy support 

Overwhelming social demand for change

$

Extraordinary growth potential

According to U.S. government estimates, 
renewable energy will become the world’s 
leading source of primary energy consumption 
by 2050 – outpacing even petroleum.

Primary energy consumption by energy source (world)
quadrillion British thermal units
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Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund 
investments. Please read the prospectus before investing. Mutual funds are not guaranteed, their values change 
frequently and past performance may not be repeated. Views expressed regarding a particular company, security, 
industry or market sector are the views of the writer and should not be considered an indication of trading intent of 
any investment funds managed by 1832 Asset Management L.P. These views should not be considered investment 
advice nor should they be considered a recommendation to buy or sell. These views are subject to change at any time 
based upon markets and other conditions, and we disclaim any responsibility to update such views. Dynamic Funds®  
is a registered trademark of its owner, used under license, and a division of 1832 Asset Management L.P.

Customer Relations Centre

Toll free: 1-800-268-8186 

Tel: 514-908-3212 (English) 

 514-908-3217 (French) 

Fax: 416-363-4179 or 1-800-361-4768 

Email: service@dynamic.ca

Contact your Financial Advisor
to learn more or visit dynamic.ca

Experienced management

Jennifer Stevenson, B.Comm., MBA

Vice President & Portfolio Manager

Jennifer has extensive energy industry experience and has been active in the energy sector for 

nearly three decades, closely following industry trends and the innovations shaping the future  

of the industry. She takes a global approach to investing and casts a wide net to find the highest 

quality companies with solid management teams and sustainable long-term business models.  

By expanding the investment universe beyond the index, she is able to take advantage of the 

inherent complexity of the sector to invest in the various segments of the global energy supply 

chain, including renewables and hydrogen.

Frank Latshaw, CPA, CA, CBV, CFA

Vice President & Portfolio Manager

Frank Latshaw joined Dynamic in 2011 as an Analyst and member of the Equity Income Team. He 

was promoted to the role of Associate Portfolio Manager in 2014 and Portfolio Manager in 2016. 

During this time, a key area of focus for Frank has been the infrastructure space, particularly, the 

emergence of renewable energy as an investment theme. Renewable power (including power 

generation, transmission and storage) and electrification (including regulated utilities) are 

beneficiaries of climate change action. Frank’s deep understanding of the global power sector 

allows him to identify a wide range of related companies that stand to benefit from the great 

energy transition. His funds have been investing in these areas globally for almost a decade.

Oscar Belaiche, HBA, FICB, CFA

Senior Vice President & Portfolio Manager

Oscar Belaiche joined Dynamic in 1997. As Senior Vice President and Portfolio Manager,  

he is also head of the 21-member Equity Income Team that invests with a quality at a reasonable 

price (QUARP®) approach that focuses on securities that pay a dividend or distribution. He has 

developed and mentored a team that has in-depth knowledge in all 11 GICS sectors and multi-

alternatives by country and region – Canada, U.S. and Global. In a career spanning 23 years with 

the firm, he has managed core and sector portfolios and has been responsible for the launch of 

innovative funds in real estate, infrastructure, alternative investments and options. Renewable 

energy is a key investment theme for many of his funds.


